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Abstract
Local landscapes can be assessed for a degree of mutual similarity between their patterns using methodology pioneered in the domain of the Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). They are represented by multivariate histograms
of selected pattern features and their similarity is calculated as the similarity between those histograms. Potential
similarity functions include semantically-blind measures, designed to compare only the patterns without taking into
account intrinsic similarities between the features, and semantically-aware measures that also take into account intrinsic (semantic) alikeness between landscape features. In this paper we compare performance of these two types
of landscape similarity measures. Two measures are evaluated, the semantically-blind Jensen-Shanon (JS) and the
semantically-aware Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD). The performance of these two measures is evaluated empirically
by running tests pertaining to their potential practical applications: a query-by-content and regionalization into landscape types. Variants of the JS and EMD corresponding to 1D and 2D histograms are applied to the two test sites taken
from the NLCD 2006. Each test site is divided into 400 3km×3km areal units serving as local landscapes. For each
test site extensive query-by-content and regionalization calculations are run using diﬀerent variants of JS and EMD.
The results are compared using statistics and visual assessment. The EMD has been found to perform better than the
JS, but the diﬀerence in performance is not pronounced especially if 1D histogram representation of landscapes is
used. For the 2D histogram representation of landscapes the EMD consistently yields better results than the JS but
suﬀers from high computational cost. The EMD also enables comparison of landscapes having diﬀerent legends.
Keywords:
landscape patterns, landscape similarity, semantic similarity metrics, land cover, regionalization

1. Introduction
A local land use/land cover (LULC) pattern is a geometric mosaic of diﬀerent LULC categories within a
given areal unit; in the context of this paper we refer to
such pattern as “landscape.” Large LULC datasets, such
as, for example, the 30 m/pixel National Land Cover
Dataset (NLCD), contain millions of local landscapes
that show great variability of composition and geometric configuration. This richness in landscapes follows
from variations in environmental conditions (White,
2006). In order to study associations between landscape patterns and the environment a notion of quantitative measure of similarity between diﬀerent landscapes is needed. Given a reliable measure of similarity between landscapes, the following powerful investigative tools become available: (a) A query-bycontent is used for retrieving landscapes similar to a
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given example (Jasiewicz and Stepinski, 2013; Stepinski et al., 2014). (b) Landscape regionalization is a delineation of LULC dataset into a number of spatially
contiguous regions that group similar landscapes and
define landscape types (Wickham and Norton, 1994;
Niesterowicz and Stepinski, 2013). (c) Pattern-based
change detection quantifies a diﬀerence between local
landscape at two diﬀerent time points; such change detection method is well suited for the large scale change
survey as it addresses landscape dynamics rather than
just simple land class transitions. Therefore identifying
a well-performing measure of landscape similarity is of
paramount importance.
The issue of similarity between two landscapes has
arisen in the context of landscape ecology (O’Neill
et al., 1988; Wickham and Norton, 1994; Allen and
Walsh, 1996; Cain et al., 1997). In such context a set of
landscape metrics (Haines-Young and Chopping, 1996;
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Herzog and Lausch, 2001) has been used to quantify and
compare diﬀerent aspects of spatial patterns. However,
combining these individual measurements into a single
overall similarity measure is problematic. A common
approach (Long et al., 2010; Kupfer et al., 2012) is to
construct multi-dimensional vectors from values of different metrics and to rely on Euclidean distance between
such vectors to measure similarity between the landscapes. Because diﬀerent metrics have diﬀerent meanings and their relative contributions to the overall similarity vary, a set of arbitrary weights needs to be used.
This prompted Herzog and Lausch (2001) to concluded
that results of landscape metrics analysis are highly dependent on the data model and on the method of data
analysis. Moreover, no study has been conducted to assess how such measurement corresponds to a perceptual
notion of similarity.
Recently, we have proposed (Jasiewicz and Stepinski, 2013; Stepinski et al., 2014) a diﬀerent approach to
computing similarity between two landscapes. Our approach is based on methodologies developed in the context of machine vision, and, in particular, on their applications to the Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
systems (Gevers and Smeulders, 2004; Datta et al.,
2008; Lew et al., 2006). In other words, we have proposed to calculate similarity between landscapes in the
same fashion as similarities between natural images are
calculated. In our method landscapes are represented by
multivariate histograms of selected features, and a similarity between two landscapes is calculated as a similarity between two histograms. As all bins in a histogram
have the same meaning (they all indicate cells count),
no arbitrary weights are needed. Histogram-based representation of natural images coupled with an appropriate histogram similarity function has been shown (Rubner et al., 2001) to oﬀer a good agreement with human visual perception of similarity. Our earlier studies
(Jasiewicz and Stepinski, 2013; Stepinski et al., 2014;
Niesterowicz and Stepinski, 2013) indicate that this is
also true for landscapes.
Choosing the best similarity measure between
landscape-representing histograms remains at the core
of this new methodology. Potential measures can
be divided into two categories which we refer to
as “semantically-blind” and “semantically-aware.” The
semantically-blind measure assumes that LULC categories are nominal variables with no notion of “distance” or dissimilarity between them. This seems to be a
reasonable assumption inasmuch as those categories are
non-numerical names such as, for example, “deciduous
forest” or “cultivated crops.” However, semanticallyblind measure must also assume that other landscape

features, for example, a size of an individual patch (see
section 2.1), are also nominal variables. Patch size is
clearly a continuous variable which is categorized only
for the sake of histogram representation. Computationally, semantically-blind measures are very eﬃcient
as they compare only corresponding bins in the two
histograms and ignore any dependencies between noncorresponding bins. However, they have several drawbacks that can result in matching landscapes that are not
perceptually similar. First, the LULC categories are not
quite independent. For example, “deciduous forest” and
“evergreen forest” categories are perceptually closer to
each other than “deciduous forest” is to “barren land.”
Second, clearly the patches in neighboring patch-size
categories are perceptually closer to each other than the
patches in distant size categories. Finally, categorization of continuous variable, such as patch size, introduces arbitrariness due to subjective choice of binning.
All these drawbacks can be alleviated by a semanticallyaware similarity measure.
A semantically-aware measure takes into account relations between all bins in the two histograms including
dissimilarities between non-corresponding bins. The
non-corresponding bins dissimilarities are based on the
so-called “ground distance” that utilizes an additional
knowledge to quantify mutual proximities between histogram features. Ahlqvist (2008) has quantified similarities between LULC categories in the NLCD using
their formalized category descriptions and fuzzy sets
formalism. Ahlqvist similarities provides ground distance between LULC categories. Ground distance between categories resulting from binning of continuous
variables (like patch size) are naturally defined. Arbitrariness of binning is also alleviated by existence of
ground distance that introduces a coupling between the
bins. Overall, the semantically-aware measure has potential to match landscapes in a better agreement with
perceptual similarity but requires higher computational
cost.
In this paper we focus on evaluation of semanticallyblind versus semantically-aware landscape similarity
measures within the context of their utility to queryby-content and regionalization applications. In particular, we compare the performance of Jensen-Shannon
divergence (Lin, 1991), a semantically-blind measure
shown to perform relatively well in natural image domain (Rubner et al., 2001), with the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) (Rubner et al., 2000) - the most widely
used semantically-aware measure. Our hypothesis is
that EMD will outperform the Jensen-Shannon divergence. In order to test this hypothesis we perform a
number of tests geared toward query-by-content and re2
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Figure 1: Two test sites, site 1 and site 2, divided into 400 tiles each. Inset shows locations of the test sites within the United States.

NLCD 2006 legend is shown with names of land cover categories and their numerical labels.

gionalization. These tests utilize two test sites taken
from the NLCD 2006.

patch to which it belongs etc. Patches are contiguous
groups of same-category cells, they are calculated using a connected components algorithm (4-connectivity
is assumed) (Rosenfeld and Pfaltz, 1966; Netzel and
Stepinski, 2013) and are measured in terms of a number of cells they contain. In this paper we only consider
either a single feature (LULC category) which leads to
1D histograms (basically a bulk composition of a landscape) or two features (LULC category and patch size)
which leads to 2D histograms. In order to form a histogram the features need to be categorized (binned).
The LULC categories are already a nominal variable
so no further processing is necessary. Patch size is a
continuous variable which we decided to categorize by
assigning its values to seven bins with ranges based on
the powers of 5 (i.e. 1-4, 5-24, 25-124, 125-624, 6253124, 3125-15624; >15625). The magnitude of a bin
is a fraction of all cells in a landscape having values of
their features within the limits defining this bin. The 1D
histogram has 16 bins (one for each LULC category)
and the 2D histogram has 16×7 = 112 bins.

2. Data and Methods
LULC data is prepared in a fashion described in details in our previous works (Jasiewicz and Stepinski,
2013; Stepinski et al., 2014). A site of interest is represented by a LULC categorical raster. In this paper we
utilize two fragments of the NLCD 2006 for our test
sites. The NLCD 2006 has 16 land cover categories and
the resolution of 30 m/cell. The two test sites, located
in the state of Georgia (see Fig. 1) have sizes of 2000 ×
2000 cells each and are characterized by very diﬀerent
patterns of LULC categories.
A local raster tile A is defined as a square-shaped section of the test site having the size of n × n cells. A pattern of land cover categories within a tile forms a local
landscape. In this paper we use tiles with n = 100, thus
local landscape is defined on the scale of 3 km. Each
test site consists of 20 × 20 = 400 tiles which are arranged (without overlap) in a lattice of local landscapes
(see Fig. 1). For reference, tiles in each test site are
numbered row-wise starting from the upper-left tile.

2.2. Landscapes dissimilarity measures
Within our framework similarity between the landscapes is equivalent to a similarity between histograms
that represent them. In the domain of content-based image retrieval it is customary to use a dissimilarity (also
referred to as distance) measure rather than a similarity
measure. Dissimilarity is opposite to similarity and the

2.1. Landscape histograms
Landscape histogram is a compact mathematical description of a landscape. Each cell in a tile is characterized by a number of features including its LULC category, a size of a patch to which it belongs, a shape of the
3

two measures are easily converted to each other. There
is a large selection of possible semantically-blind dissimilarity measures (Cha, 2007). From amongst those
we selected the Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin, 1991)
because of its robustness and good performance in the
side-by-side comparison with other semantically-blind
measures (Rubner et al., 2001).
For two histograms A and B (representing two local
landscapes A and B) the Jensen-Shannon divergence
(JSD) measures the deviation between the Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1948) of the mixture of the two histograms (A+B)/2 (a histogram constructed by averaging
corresponding bins of the two contributing histograms)
and the mean of their individual entropies, and is given
by
( A + B) 1
− [H(A) + H(B)] (1)
JSD(A, B) = H
2
2

land cover categories linked by shorter edges are more
similar. No link between two categories indicates that a
distance between them is larger than an assumed threshold so they are not similar. The two diagrams reveal that
both Ahlqvist’s metrics impose similar but distinct similarity structures between the NLCD 2006 categories.
Ahlqvist’s distance matrices are a suﬃcient input for
calculation of semantically-aware landscape similarity
measure based on 1D histograms as the ground distance
between each histogram bin is defined by them. For 2D
histograms the ground distance must incorporate intrinsic similarities between land cover categories as well as
intrinsic similarities between patch-size categories. Let
ci , i = 1, . . . , 16 indicate land cover categories and s j ,
j = 1, . . . , 7 indicate patch-size categories. Ahlqvistbased ground distance between two land cover categories is denoted by Dknlcd (ci1 , ci2 ) where k = 1 indicates
“distance” metric and k = 2 indicates “overlap” metric.
The ground distance between two patch-size categories
can be expressed as Dsize (s j1 , s j2 ) = (1/6)|s j1 − s j2 |. Because patch-size categories are integers assigned in an
increasing order of the patch size, the Dsize between
neighboring patch-size categories is small, but it increases between more distance categories. The value
(1/6) is a normalized factor forcing the range of Dsize
to be between 0 and 1. An overall ground distance between 112 bins in the 2D histogram is

where H(A) indicates a value of the Shannon entropy of
the histogram A, and, in the case of a 2D histogram, is
calculated as
H(A) = −

16 ∑
7
∑

Ai, j log2 Ai, j ,

(2)

i=1 j=1

where Ai, j is a magnitude of the bin in the 2D histogram
- a fraction of cells belonging to LULC category i and
patch-size category j. For a 1D histogram the entropy
is calculated as
H(A) = −

16
∑

Ai log2 Ai ,

αDknlcd (ci1 , ci2 )

(3)

D[(ci1 , s j1 ), (ci2 , s j2 )] =
+ (1 − α)Dsize (s j1 , s j2 )

(4)

where (ci , s j ) indicates a bin in a 2D histogram (land
cover category i and patch-size category j), and α ≤ 1 is
a parameter indicating a relative importance of ground
distance between land cover categories and ground distance between patch-size categories to an overall ground
distance between bins in a 2D histogram.
For semantically-aware dissimilarity measure we use
the Earth Mover’s Distance or EMD (Rubner et al.,
1998, 2000). The EMD meaningfully matches the perceptual notion of similarity or “nearness” and hence its
popularity in image matching and retrieval. Another
relevant semantically-aware dissimilarity measure is a
“diﬀusion distance” (Ling and Okada, 2006) which will
not be evaluated in this paper. The EMD has an intuitive physical interpretation illustrated in Fig. 2C using
two 1D histograms representing a pair of NLCD landscapes. Think of bins in histogram 1 as piles of sand,
each pile containing as many grains as there are cells
in the bin. Think of bins in histogram 2 as holes, each
hole deep enough to contain the cells in the bin. Histogram bins are shown in the order of category similar-

i=1

where Ai is a fraction of cells in a landscape having
LULC category i. The value of JSD is always in the
range between 0 and 1. For more details on the JSD and
its interpretation see Jasiewicz and Stepinski (2013);
Stepinski et al. (2014). For examples of how histograms describe patterns see Niesterowicz and Stepinski (2013).
Ahlqvist (2008) introduced two metrics that address diﬀerent aspects of semantic similarity between
the NLCD categories; an “overlap” and a “distance.”
Ahlqvist’s metrics definitions are non-symmetric (similarity between LULC category A and B is diﬀerent than
similarity between B and A); we use symmetrized versions of his metrics as ground distance for semanticallyaware landscape similarity measure. Fig. 2 panels A and
B show visualization of similarity structure between different NLCD 2006 categories according to Ahlqvist’s
metrics; panel A shows a similarity structure under the
“distance” metric and panel B shows a similarity structure under the “overlap” metric. On those figures the
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Figure 2: Graph-based visualization (see section 3.4) of similarities between the NLCD 2006 land cover categories using Ahlqvist’s

“distance” metric (A) and “overlap” metric (B). Categories are represented by circles having standard colors and numerical labels
(see legend to Fig. 1). (C) Illustration of Earth Mover’s Distance principle (see main text for description).

The remaining three measures are based on 2D histograms; they are: the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (denoted by JS 112), the EMD with Ahlqvist’s “distance”
metric (k = 1 and α = 0.7 in eqn. 4) denoted by
EMD1 112, and the EMD with Ahlqvist’s “overlap”
metric (k = 2 and α = 0.7 in eqn. 4) denoted by
EMD2 112. As these measures are based on diﬀerent
principles we expect that query-by-content and regionalization applications based on them may yield diﬀerent
results.
In the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) the performances of diﬀerent retrieval algorithms are measured
objectively using the ground truth dataset. The ground
truth is a set of images with content pre-labeled by an
analyst. The retrieval algorithm has high performance
if it retrieves images with majority of labels identical to
that of a query. Similarly, results of image segmentation
(an equivalent of LULC dataset regionalization) can be
tested against the ground truth. However, it proved to be
quite impractical to establish a reliable ground truth for
nontrivial local landscapes. Examination of local landscapes (tiles) in site1 and site2 (see Fig. 1) reveals that,
for most of the tiles, a consistent assignment of semantically meaningfully labels is very diﬃcult. Therefore,
we don’t use a ground truth to test the performance of
diﬀerent measures, but instead focus on comparison and
qualitative assessment of diﬀerent similarity measures.
The following comparisons are performed:
(1) Comparison of distance matrices. A distance matrix for a given test site and a given dissimilarity measure is a 400×400 matrix containing the distances (val-

ity according to the graph shown in Fig. 2A (bins indicating similar categories are next to each other). The
EMD measures the least amount of work needed to fill
the holes (representing histogram 2) with sand (taken
from piles representing histogram 1); this amount is the
distance between the two histograms. Note that the distance is symmetric, reversing the roles of the two histograms will result in the same distance. A unit of work
corresponds to transporting a unit of sand (cell) by a unit
of ground distance; ground distances between bins are
given by eqn. 4 (with k = 1 and α = 1). On Fig. 2C
bins of histogram 2 are shown as bar charts indicating
how they were “filled” using contributions from bins of
histogram 1. This is an optimal fill, any other way of
filling histogram 2 from histogram 1 will require more
“work.” Note that the EMD is formulated as an optimization problem that can be solved optimally by using
Orlin’s algorithm (Korte and Vygen, 2007) with computational complexity O(m3 log m), where m is the number
of bins in the histogram. High computational complexity is the biggest drawback of using EMD especially for
2D or higher dimensions histograms.
2.3. Comparing dissimilarity measures
Altogether we compare six diﬀerent landscape dissimilarity measures. The first three measures are based
on 1D histograms; they are: the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (denoted by JS 16), the EMD with Ahlqvist’s
“distance” metric (k = 1 and α = 1 in eqn. 4) denoted by
EMD1 16, and the EMD with Ahlqvist’s “overlap” metric (k = 2 and α = 1 in eqn. 4) denoted by EMD2 16.
5

ues of dissimilarities) between every pair of tiles in
the test site. As we consider six diﬀerent dissimilarity measures, six diﬀerent distance matrices are calculated for each test site. We compare these matrices
qualitatively, using a cluster heat map (Wilkinson and
Friendly, 2009), and quantitatively, using the Mantel
test (Mantel, 1967). A heat map is a graphical representation of distance matrix where values of individual
distances are represented by colors. The cluster heat
map is a heat map of a distance matrix in which rows
and columns have been rearranged to conform to a sequence of tiles as indicated by a dendrogram built using
hierarchical clustering. Cluster heat map visualizes existence of structures (such as, for example, clusters) in
the set of 400 tiles. If the heat maps of two distance
matrices look similar, the structures imposed on tiles by
the two corresponding dissimilarity measures are similar. The Mantel test calculates a correlation between
two distance matrices.

3. Results
3.1. Comparison of distance matrices
Fig. 3 show cluster heat maps illustrating twelve possible distance matrices generated from our two test sites
and six dissimilarity measures. Top row pertains to the
site 1 and the bottom row pertains to the site 2. The
left part of each row illustrates the three distance matrices stemming from measures utilizing 1D histograms
whereas the right part of each row illustrates the three
distance matrices stemming from measures utilizing 2D
histograms. Each heat map is a 400×400 matrix with
rows and columns corresponding to tiles in the test site.
The sequence of rows and columns for all heat maps
representing a given site is the same, determined by a
hierarchical clustering of 400 tiles using the JS 16 measure. The green-to-red color gradient indicates low-tohigh values of distances between tiles. The heat map
is symmetric reflecting symmetry of the distance measure. The greenish squares along a diagonal correspond
to tiles that are mutually similar.
The cluster heat map illustrates a structure of mutual
similarities between local landscapes in a given site. Visual examination of six heat maps in each row reveals
that all of them have qualitatively similar structure. The
heat map structures are even more similar if the comparison is restricted only to the measures based on 1D
histograms or restricted only to the measures based on
2D histograms. Diﬀerences between EMD1 and EMD2
seems to be smaller than diﬀerences between EMDs and
the JS. Overall, examination of Fig 3 reveals that all 6
dissimilarity measures impose roughly similar structure
on the set of local landscapes, although there are plenty
of diﬀerences in details - similarities between specific
pairs of landscapes. Table 1 shows the values of the
Mantel test that quantifies the qualitative results from
visual inspection of Fig. 3. We used 1000 permutations
in the Mantel test. The above-diagonal values in Table 1
pertain to the test site 1 and below-diagonal values pertain to the test side 2. High values of Mantel test point to
high correlation between distance matrices. The lowest
values in Table 1 are associated with JS 112 indicating
that this measure leads to a structure of similarity between landscapes that is most diﬀerent from the structures yield by other measures.

(2) Comparison of query-by-content statistics. For
each of 400 local landscapes in a given site we run a
query-by-content calculation aimed at finding the closest match to the query from among the remaining 399
local landscapes. The query is repeated using diﬀerent dissimilarity measures and each closest match is
recorded. This numerical experiment yields a maximum number (from 0 to 6) of same matches for each
tile. If the number of same matches is equal to 6 all
dissimilarity measures yield the same closest match, if
it is equal to 0 every measure yields a diﬀerent closest match. Statistics of the number of same matches is
given and the map showing spatial distribution of same
matches number is shown. We also show a spatial distribution of diﬀerence and standard deviation of diﬀerent dissimilarity values between a tile and its closest
matches.
(3) Examination of outliers. We identify pairs of tiles
for which a dissimilarity values calculated using diﬀerent methods diﬀer substantially. Visual examination of
these special cases, together with comparison of values
of dissimilarity measures, helps in identifying strengths
and weaknesses of each measure.
(4) Comparison of regionalization results. We regionalize each site using series of clusterings each underpinned by a diﬀerent dissimilarity measure. The result
of each regionalization is a map of a site showing division into semantically diﬀerent landscape types (LTs).
We identify dissimilarity measures that results in the
best delineation of LTs as judged by visual comparison
of diﬀerent LT’s maps with the site’s NLCD map.

3.2. Comparison of query-by-content statistics
Fig. 4 shows the results of our test aimed at comparing results of query-by-content executed using diﬀerent
dissimilarity measures. The top row in Fig. 4 pertains to
the test site 1 and the bottom row pertains to the test site
2. In both rows the center panel is the site’s NLCD map
6
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Figure 3: Cluster heat maps of distance matrices calculated using six diﬀerent dissimilarity measures. Top row pertains to the test

site 1 a and the bottom row pertains to the test site 2. The green-to-red color gradient indicates distances (dissimilarities) from low
to high.

Second, we discuss diﬀerences in dissimilarity values between a tile and its closest matches (illustrated by
the three rightmost panels in each row of Fig. 4). On
the first of these panels a color associated with each tile
codes a diﬀerence between dissimilarity values calculated using the EMD1 16 and JS 16 measures. The dissimilarity is between a given tile and its closest match.
Because dissimilarities returned by diﬀerent measures
cannot be compared directly we use their percentiles
instead. A color gradient from deep blue to deep red
indicates large negative values to large positive values.
For tiles coded blue JS 16 yields larger dissimilarity
than EMD1 16, and for tiles coded red the EMD1 16
yields larger dissimilarities than JS 16. The second
panel shows the same statistics but for the JS 112 and
EMD1 112 measures. The third panel shows standard
deviation calculated from all six dissimilarity measures.
A modest correlation between results shown on these
panels and landscape patterns on the NLCD maps can
be observed. In both sites diﬀerent measures yield the
most diﬀerent results in urban areas and around water
reservoirs; they yield the most similar results in areas of
uniform forest.

Table 1: Results of Mantel test
JS 16
JS 16
EMD1 16
EMD 2
JS 112
EMD1 112
EMD 12

0.95
0.85
0.80
0.91
0.83

EMD1 16
0.95
0.91
0.76
0.94
0.85

EMD2 16
0.89
0.93
0.62
0.81
0.83

JS 112
0.69
0.63
0.56
0.86
0.81

EMD1 112
0.91
0.91
0.84
0.80

EMD2 112
0.80
0.77
0.78
0.80
0.95

0.95

shown for reference, the panels to the left of the NCLD
map show spatial distribution of degree of agreement of
top matches yield by diﬀerent queries, and the panels to
the right of the NLCD map show diﬀerences in dissimilarity values between a tile and its closest match.
First, we discuss the degree of agreement between
top matches (illustrated by the three leftmost panels in
each row of Fig. 4). The first of these panels compares only queries based on 1D histograms, the second compares only queries based on 2D histograms,
and the third compares queries based on all six measures. Red tiles are the queries for which all considered measures retrieved the same best match. Green
tiles are the queries for which each measure retrieved
a diﬀerent best match. In general 1D-histogram-based
queries show more retrieval agreement (∼ 30% of tiles)
than the 2D-histogram-based queries (∼ 20% of tiles).
If all six measures are considered, the same top match
is retrieved by at least 3 out of 6 queries for ∼ 75% of
tiles. These statistics are very similar for both test sites.
There is no clear correlation between tiles resulting in
a high/low agreement of queries and specific landscape
patterns (from the NLCD map).

3.3. Examination of outliers
Fig. 5 show six pairs of tiles (all taken from the test
site 1) selected as being the outliers in the sense of exhibiting high disparities between diﬀerent dissimilarity
measures. We stress that only small percentage of tile
pairs show large discrepancies in dissimilarities values.
Panel A shows a pair of tiles with dissimilarity value
of 0.76 (all dissimilarity values are given as percentiles)
according to the JS 16 but only 0.33 according to the
7
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Figure 4: Statistics of query and retrieval of landscapes for test site 1 (top row) and test site 2 (bottom row). The three left panels
show spatial distribution of degree of agreement of top matches yield by diﬀerent queries. The three right panels show diﬀerences
in dissimilarity values. Middle panels show NLCD maps of test sites. See main text for in-depth description.

EMD1 16. Visually, the two tiles are not very similar
pointing to the JS 16 measure as a better approximation
of our visual assessment.
However, a visual perception may be deceiving as it
is based on human perception of diﬀerent colors. In fact
both sites consists of categories (deciduous forest, evergreen forest, shrub, and grassland) that are semantically similar (see Fig. 2A). Panel B shows a pair of tiles
with dissimilarity value of 0.22 according to the JS 16
but a higher value of 0.52 according to the EMD1 16.
The tiles appears similar but the upper tile is dominated by the pasture category, whereas the lower tile is
more evenly split between the forest and pasture categories. This diﬀerence is picked up more accurately by
the EMD1 16 measure. Panel C shows a pair of tiles
with dissimilarity value of 0.79 according to the JS 16
but only 0.26 according to the JS 112. Perceptually, the
tiles are not similar, the dissimilarity value suggested by
JS 112 is misleading.
Fig. 5 panel D shows a pair of tiles with a very small
dissimilarity value of 0.02 according to the JS 16 but a
very large dissimilarity of 0.96 according to the JS 112.
Perceptually, the tiles are clearly similar. The JS 112
measure misleads because the dominant category of deciduous forest is connected into a one large patch in
one of the tiles but divided into two smaller patches in
the second tile. Panel E shows a pair of tiles with a
very large dissimilarity value of 0.96 according to the
JS 112 but a very small dissimilarity of 0.08 according
to the EMD1 112. Perceptually, the tiles are very similar. The JS 112 measure misleads because of the same
reason as in the cases featured on panel D, however, the
EMD measure based on a 2D histogram indicates correctly that the two tiles are very similar. Finally, panel

F shows two tiles that, perceptually, are clearly dissimilar. The EMD1 112 yields a dissimilarity value of 0.82
correctly identifying the tiles as diﬀerent. However, the
JS 112 yields a dissimilarity value of only 0.22 in disagreement with perceptual assessment.
3.4. Comparison of regionalization results
Our last test involves a regionalization of test sites
using diﬀerent dissimilarity measures. Recall that regionalization of a NLCD site results in a map showing
delineation of this site into diﬀerent landscape types.
We regionalize both test sites by clustering their constituting tiles and mapping the resultant clusters. All
potential clustering algorithms utilize dissimilarity (distance) values. As the dissimilarity matrices in Fig. 3
have overall similar structures but diﬀer in details we
expect the clustering-based maps of LTs to have similar overall character but diﬀer in actual definitions and
delineations of landscape types. We visually compare
the resultant LTs maps with the NLCD map of the test
site and assess the quality of regionalization; dissimilarity measures leading to a regionalization closer to our
expectations are considered as “better.”
There are many clustering algorithms that can be utilized in regionalization. After performing regionalization using several diﬀerent clustering methods, we have
found that the visually best results are obtained by redefining a problem to a graph partitioning. Starting with
the dissimilarity matrix D we transform it into a adjacency matrix DA using the following formula



1, if Di, j ≤ h
DAi, j = 

0, if Di, j > h
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(5)

A

B

C

E

D

F

82

189

273

77

101

58

347

224

394

94

238

180

Figure 5: Pairs of tiles with high disparities in the values of dissimilarity measures. All tiles are taken from the test site 1; each
tile has its reference number indicated. See legend on Fig. 1 for description of land cover categories. See main text for in-depth
description.

value of h = 0.1 is assumed for all spectral-based clusterings and the value of h = 0.067 is assumed for all
modularity-based clusterings. In general, the smaller
the value of h the more clusters are identified. As the
modularity method generates less clusters we execute it
with smaller value of h to compensate and get about the
same number of clusters as in the spectral method with
h = 0.1.
Fig. 6 shows 24 regionalization maps organized into
4 rows. The two top rows in Fig. 6 pertain to the test site
1. Each row shows maps generated using diﬀerent dissimilarity measures as indicated; first row shows maps
delineated using the modularity method and the second
row shows maps delineated using the spectral method.
The bottom two rows pertain to the test site 2. The number of clusters (and thus, the number of diﬀerent LTs)
diﬀer somewhat from one map to another. Spatial extent
of diﬀerent LTs are indicated by diﬀerent colors. These
colors are generated automatically by blending colors
of pixels (given by the NLCD legend) belonging to a
given LT. Thus, in strict sense, each map on Fig. 6 has
a diﬀerent set of colors, although corresponding LTs on
diﬀerent maps are shown by very similar colors. White
indicates all tiles belonging to one-tile “clusters” – local
landscapes not similar to any other in the test site.
As expected all dissimilarity measures (and both
clustering methods) yields reginalizations that have the
same overall character. In the test site 1 we look for
the following details: (a) urban areas are correctly delineated, (b) the two small water reservoirs are delineated, (c) small patches of cultivated crops are delineated, (d) patches dominated by pasture are correctly
delineated, (e) patches of evergreen forest are correctly
delineated. None of the measures stands out as do-

where h is an adjacency threshold. The binary matrix
DA identifies pairs of tiles that are similar enough to be
“connected” (the corresponding value of DA is equal
to 1) and the pairs of tiles that are dissimilar enough to
be “disconnected” (the corresponding value of DA is
equal to 0). The adjacency matrix can be interpreted
in terms of a graph theory (also referred to as a network theory) as a representation of an undirected graph.
Within this interpretation the tiles are the nodes of the
graph and the edges between them indicated similarity relationship. The group of nodes densely interconnected but with few connections to other nodes forms
a cluster (called a community in the graph theory jargon). A rich variety of tools for graph visualization and
detection of communities has been developed (for a review see Fortunato (2010)).
The adjacency threshold h is the only parameter of
our clustering procedure. Instead of using an absolute
number for h we use a fixed percentile so clusterings
using diﬀerent dissimilarity measures are comparable.
For example, choosing h = 0.1 means that only 10%
of smallest dissimilarity values in D are transformed to
the value of 1 in DA. Using such procedure an actual
threshold value is diﬀerent for diﬀerent distance matrices, but the resultant number of 1s in the adjacency matrix (and the number of edges in the graph) is the same.
We use two diﬀerent methods to detect clusters: modularity (Newman, 2006) and spectral (Shen and Cheng,
2010). For a given value of h the modularity method
yields less clusters (LTs have broader definitions) and
the spectral method yields more clusters (LTs have narrower definitions). Fig. 6 shows results of regionalization for the two test sites using all six dissimilarity measures and two cluster detection methods. The
9

EMD1_16

JS_112

EMD2_16

EMD1_112

EMD2_112

spectral

modularity

spectral

modularity

JS_16

Figure 6: Regionalization maps of the test site a (top two rows) and the test site b (bottom two rows) obtained by clustering of local
landscapes using modularity and spectral methods and six diﬀerent dissimilarity measures. See main text for in-depth description.

ing well on all these criteria. All measures have done
well in delineating the urban areas, none has done well
in delineating small water reservoirs, all measures (except EMD1 16 and JS 112) delineated a patch of cultivated crops, EMDs delineated patches of pasture domination under modularity method, and all measures (except those based on 2D histograms and using modularity
method) delineated patches of evergreen forest.

tograms with modularity method. Finally, the characteristic landscape mosaic located just below the major urban area is mapped by all measures using spectral method but only by EMD1 112 using the modularity method. Overall, spectral method seems to yield
slightly better regionalization results. There is no clear
advantage of using 2D histograms over 1D histograms,
and there is no clear advantage of using EMD over the
JS. We judge the EMD1 112 as the best overall performer and we judge the JS 112 as the worse overall performer in our regionalization test. However, we
stress that diﬀerences between regionalization results
are small overall but could be large for small individual landscape features.

In the test site 2 we look for the following details:
(a) correct delineation of elongated wetland features,
(b) correct delineation of urban areas, particularly the
area located in the upper-left part of the test site, (c)
patches of evergreen forest located below the main wetland feature, (d) identification of the landscape mosaic
located directly below the major urban area. Again,
as in the case of the test site 1, all dissimilarity methods yield the same overall regionalization, however,
individual diﬀerences diﬀerent methods are more pronounced than in the test site 1. Wetland features are
delineated diﬀerently by diﬀerent methods with the
EMD2 16 (modularity) unable to delineate them at all
and the EMD2 112(modularity) mapping them very inaccurately. The urban area is mapped well except by
the JS 16 and the JS 112. Patches of evergreen forest are not mapped well by measures based on 1D his-

4. Computer software and performance
The code utilized to calculate dissimilarities using all
six measures is written in C and is available for download from http://sil.uc.edu/downloads.html. The EMD
part of this code is due to Y. Rubner (Rubner, 2013).
Other calculations are performed using Mathematica
and R software packages. The Mandel test is calculated
using package Modularity for Mathematica (Polly and
Goswami, 2013) and identifying communities in graphs
10

20

(400 tiles) took only about 2 sec when using JS 16,
JS 112, or EMD1 16 measures, but it took about 1000
sec when using the EMD1 112 measure. For larger
computations, involving say 5000 tiles, calculating a
distance matrix still takes only 10-50 sec when using
the JS measure, however such computation become impractical with the EMD measure. A possible solution is
to use a fast approximation to the EMD measure (Shirdhonkar and Jacobs, 2008; Applegate et al., 2011).
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5. Discussion and future directions

5

In this paper we have tested performances of
semantically-blind vs. semantically-aware measures of
dissimilarity between local landscapes. The JS dissimilarity underpinned the two semantically-blind measures
subjected to our test and the EMD dissimilarity underpinned the four semantically-aware measures. Our tests
were of empirical nature; we applied the tested measures to tasks to which similarity measures are likely to
be applied in practical use and compared their performance. Our set of conclusions is as follows:
(1) We have found that establishing a viable and nontrivial ground truth dataset for quantitative comparison
of diﬀerent measures is a diﬃcult-to-impossible task.
Ground truth sets are routinely used to test performance
of diﬀerent dissimilarity measures applied to a set of
natural images (Rubner et al., 2001). However, ground
truth tests utilized in the domain of natural images are
relatively trivial; they contain images with clear and
simple semantic meanings (for example, a car, a horse,
a building etc.) that analyst have no diﬃculty to label. If
testing on similarly semantically simple landscapes (for
example, forest, urban area, etc.) all our measures will
perform very well. Most non-trivial local landscapes
don’t have simple semantic meanings which are immediately clear to an analyst; they are diﬃcult to label, and
no two analysts would label them the same way. As we
are interested in performance of similarity measures on
all local landscapes, we have chosen to compare diﬀerent measures using visual inspection.
(2) Simple mathematical descriptors of landscape
pattern in the form of 1D and 2D histograms are actually
quite suﬃcient for tasks such as query-by-content or regionalization. We can think about some artificial examples of patterns for which these descriptors will fail
to recognize diﬀerent landscapes, but in practice such
patterns occur very rarely. Patterns of real landscapes
have constraints, which prevent degeneracies present in
artificially made-up patterns from occurring. Higher dimensions histogram would be needed for more detailed

JS_112

JS_16

0
0

200

600
400
Number of tiles compared

800

Figure 7: Runtimes for calculating dissimilarity matrices of dif-

ferent sizes using four diﬀerent dissimilarity measures (as annotated). The inset shows a full range of runtimes for EMD 16
and EMD 112 measures (notice a logarithmic scale on the
time axis.)

(see Section 3.4) is calculated using FindGraphCommunities package which is a part of the Mathematica 9 distribution.
The runtime of calculating dissimilarity between two
tiles of local landscapes depends on the dissimilarity
measure. In actual application, such as, for example,
regionalization, time necessary to calculate a dissimilarity between two tiles is the main factor determining the
runtime of the entire computation. To give a potential
user an estimate of expected performance when working with applications requiring calculation of dissimilarities between landscapes we measured runtimes of calculating a distance matrix (like those shown in Fig. 3).
Fig. 7 show the results of our calculations. Four diﬀerent dissimilarity measure are evaluated, JS 16, JS 112,
EMD1 16, and EMD1 112 (note that EMD2 16, and
EMD2 112 have the same performance as EMD1 16,
and EMD1 112). It is clear that the JS measure is much
more computationally eﬃcient than the EMD measure.
Moreover, a runtime of EMD-based calculation depends
strongly on the size of histogram encapsulating the landscape. The reported runtimes are on the Intel Core i7
CPU 960 @3.20GHz with 8GB of RAM and do not include the cost of writing results to a disk.
Calculating dissimilarity matrices shown in Fig. 3
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matching of landscapes, but such accuracies are rarely
of interest in practical applications.
(3) Semantically-aware dissimilarity measures,
which use additional knowledge and thus were expected to outperform semantically-blind measure, did
not, in our tests, demonstrated substantial across-theboard advantage. This is especially true in the case of
1D histogram representation. This means that a disambiguation provided by semantic similarities between
diﬀerent categories of land cover does not matter that
much in actual landscape patterns. Again, we can think
about artificial examples where such disambiguation
would make a diﬀerence in the degree of dissimilarity
between the landscapes, but such pattern configurations
are rare in actual landscape (Fig. 5, panels A and B
shows examples where it actually happens). In the case
of 2D histogram representation the semantically-aware
measure has more significant advantage (see Fig. 5
panels D and E). This is because an ordering of patch
sizes is a crucial additional knowledge that helps to
disambiguate a small but important fraction of real
landscape patterns.
Our recommendations are as follows. In applications where computational cost is at the premium we
recommend using the 1D Jensen-Shannon divergence
as a preferred dissimilarity measure between the landscapes. Such applications include, for example, webbased tools which need to perform on-line, real time
computations. An example of such application is Landex (Stepinski et al., 2014) which can be accessed at
http://sil.uc.edu/landex/. A current version of Landex
uses the 2D version of the JS measure. In applications
where computational cost is less of a factor we recommend using the EMD based on a 2D histogram. Of the
two possible ground distances matrices (Ahlqvist, 2008)
our tests give an edge to the one calculated using a “distance” metric. Examples of applications where using
EMD is preferable are all oﬀ-line computations including regionalization and change assessment.
Future work will concentrate on adapting fast approximations to the EMD (Shirdhonkar and Jacobs, 2008;
Applegate et al., 2011) to the domain of landscapes
comparison. These linear time algorithms may make
it possible to use EMD in real-time on-line applications
like the Landex. Another future research direction is
to use the EMD for change detection between datasets
with diﬀerent legends of land cover categories. For example, the NLCD 1992 and NLCD 2006 have diﬀerent
legends, so using the JS measure to assess change in
land cover patterns is not possible with the JS. However, the EMD can be used for such purpose if the
ground distances between the two legends are give. In

the case of the NLCD 1992 and NLCD 2006 legends the
distances are given by Ahlqvist (2008) and calculation
of the EMD-based dissimilarity between the 1992 and
2006 landscapes is possible.
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